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Peter Cullen Trust Convention
& 2014 Fellows’ Graduation
The Peter Cullen Trust National Fellows Network will host the Trust’s Friends,
Board members, sponsors and invited colleagues in an all-day convention in
Canberra, on Thursday 13 November.
The convention, titled ‘Leadership in the water and environment sectors’,
celebrates the Trust’s first five years. It will culminate in the 2014 Fellows’
graduation dinner, that evening. The convention discussions will focus on the
leadership capacity gaps in relation to Australia’s management of water and
the environment.

Professor Sam Lake at the November 2013
Trust Fellows’ graduation event.

In the 2014 Queen’s Birthday
Honours, Friend
of the Trust Emeritus
No. 01
Professor Sam Lake has been named an
Officer of the Order of Australia, ‘For
distinguished service to conservation
and the environment as an ecologist and
freshwater scientist, and to research and
professional organisations’.
Congratulations!
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For the Fellows, the convention is the centrepiece of a three-day event,
Wednesday–Friday, 12–14 November:
• Wednesday, an opportunity for professional development, and the annual
reunion of 2010–13 Fellows;
• Thursday, a day of shared learning, face-to-face robust discussion between
Friends and Fellows, and the 2014 Fellows’ graduation;
• Friday, breakfast with the 2014 Fellows, followed by a fun field trip.
Save the date and watch out for futher details.

Leadership, inclusion, passion
2014 marks a milestone for the Trust. Five years ago

this month, on 30 June 2009, Water Minister Senator
Penny Wong launched the Trust with $1 million seed
funding from the National Water Commission (photo at
right). Each year since then, the Trust and its generous
sponsors and donors have contributed around $300,000
annually to leadership development in the water and
environment sector, and our goal is to continue doing
so for some years yet. In celebration, the Peter Cullen
Trust Fellows are organising an inclusive convention
on leadership, on 13 November. We hope to see many
of you there from across the water and environment
sector and from around Australia.
In the very first Trust Leadership Program, the participants met one of the great men
of the river, Henry Jones of South Australia, a commercial fisherman who died in
March this year from cancer. Founding Friend of the Trust Professor Gary Jones says:
‘Henry was great advocate for fish, fishers, the Coorong and the Murray environment
in general during ‘the Living Murray’ days.’ Other leaders have described Henry Jones
as ‘a persistent and consistent voice for the health of the river’ with ‘a unique insight
into the Murray-Darling Basin’ and ‘unparalleled passion and commitment’. Our
Fellows are fortunate to have met him.
Please take note: Fellows will be running a group session at Riversymposium on
Tuesday 16 September, and also possibly at the 7th Australian Stream Management
Conference during 27–30 July. See you there!
Dr Sandy Hinson, CEO

Jigsaw Farms: Working on the sustainability puzzle
by Mark Wootton*
Farming practices currently in use on these thirteen properties in Victoria demonstrate ways to lessen the impact of climate change.
They have resulted in a more adaptive and resilient farming system.

Jigsaw Farms, the family property of Mark Wootton
and Eve Kantor, integrates forestry, carbon and
indigenous plantings with high-productivity grazing
on a large scale. The mixed operation consists of a
fine wool sheep flock, a prime lamb operation and a
self-replacing beef herd. The farms currently run over
90,000 dry sheep equivalents (DSE) in a high input
production system. The farms also have more than
2500 acres (1000 ha) of biodiversity and agroforestry
plantations that act as a carbon sink.
These farming practices demonstrate ways to lessen
the impact of climate change and they have resulted in
a more adaptive and resilient farming system.
The enterprise is made up of thirteen properties
totalling 6700 ha. There are environmental works and
forestry on 20% of the land area. Large connected
tracts of revegetated waterways, farm forests and
wetlands play a vital role. Alongside them, 40,000 adult
sheep and 30,000 lambs and 1200 breeding cattle
are run on high-input pastures (with an average soil
phosphorus concentration of 18 mg/kg by the Olsen
method).
Since 1997 Jigsaw Farms has revegetated over 1200 ha
with indigenous trees and shrubs or timber species,
including more than 500 ha of Spotted Gum (Corymbia
maculata) and small areas of Southern Mahogany
(Eucalyptus botryoides), Sydney Blue Gum (Eucalyptus
saligna), Sugar Gum (E. cladocalyx) and Red Ironbark
(E. sideroxylon).
At Jigsaw Farms we see many benefits in trees:
• future income from wood products;
• shelter, which improves stock welfare and
productivity, especially during calving and lambing
and after shearing;
• shelter that improves pasture production during
winter;
• contributions to climate-change mitigation and
adaptation;
• habitats for wildlife;
• prevention of nutrient build-up in waterways;
• control of salinity;
• disease control (e.g. against spread of Ovine
Johne’s Disease1 via waterways).

Carbon offsetting
Jigsaw Farms participates in several carbon offsetting
projects to offset its own ‘carbon footprint’. To date,
carbon storage in Jigsaw’s plantings is well ahead of

Mark and Eve with one of their very old Red Gums

its carbon footprint. Jigsaw has sold wool for use in the Italian carbonneutral ‘Quatha’ brand fashions, which is offset through CarbonSmart
plantings.

Biodiversity
Our revegetation corridors are typically more than 50 m wide. Many
of our plantings are around salt scalds or remnant trees, including
ring-barked Red Gums with hollows. Seasonal bird surveys have
confirmed that biodiversity is improving. Over 158 bird species have
been observed on the farms in recent times compared to the 45 that
were originally observed when the properties were purchased, and the
overall numbers of birds have multiplied many-fold.

Wetlands
All the creeks and waterways on the Jigsaw farms have been fenced-off
and 115 ha is dedicated to wetlands and dams. Wetlands include ponds
of various depths (some ephemeral, some deep) catering to a range of
wildlife and stock needs.
... continued next page
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Welcome to
new Friends
Rev. Vicki Cullen (widow of the late
Professor Peter Cullen AO),
Tom Vanderbyl (Sunwater),
Simon Want (Office of Living
Victoria) and Suzy Nethercott-Watson
have accepted the Board’s invitations
to become Friends of the Peter Cullen
Water & Environment Trust.

An open letter
Aerial view of the paddocks and the wetlands built by Mark and Eve at Kellimung

Livestock

The future

One quarter of the Jigsaw Farms grazing
operation is dedicated to self-replacing
cross-breeding beef cattle. Sheep (finewool merinos plus a growing prime lamb
operation) fill the other three quarters.
Our grazed paddocks average 22 DSE
per hectare. This is close to double the
district average and in the top 5% for the
area.

There are a number of challenges we
are facing at Jigsaw Farms. We need to
continually improve the resilience of
the farms so they can withstand more
difficult climate and market conditions.

The farms run more than 12,000 DSE
per labour unit. This is possible through
farm planning, extensive internal
laneways and a reliable water delivery
system, all of which help to reduce the
demands on labour.
We are constantly implementing ideas
that lower our methane output from our
stock by increasing their productivity and
fecundity.
We find that ‘carbon sense’ definitely
makes economic sense!

Water storage
A critical part of the farming operation
is an efficient and reliable water system.
All paddocks have troughs that are
supplied through a reticulated water
system. The key to this is a series of deep
water storage dams ranging from 20 ML
to 45 ML in size. The water from those
fills a series of 2–3 ML-size turkey nest
dams2 that are positioned on the highest
points around the farms.

We are still far too dependent on
outside resources, be it energy or
fertiliser. We need to ‘close the loop’
where our farming systems are supplying
more of our own energy and fertiliser
needs.
We need to continually look at how,
through an intensive farming operation,
we can be more water and carbon
efficient...
....and we must not ‘go broke’ along the
way!
* Mark Wootton is a Friend of the Peter
Cullen Water & Environment Trust.
He is a geographer by training and a
farmer by practice, and the Manager and
Principal of Jigsaw Farms.
Mark is the founder and Chair of The
Climate Institute. He is an immediate
past board member for the Victorian
Ministerial Reference Council on
Climate Change Adaptation, and
past Chair of the Glenelg Hopkins
Catchment Management Authority.
Mark was a member of the last Federal
Government’s Land Sector Working
Group on Climate Change.

Ovine Johne’s Disease (OJD) is an incurable infectious wasting disease of
sheep, leading to sheep deaths and lost production.
2
A turkey nest dam is like an earthen water-tank in the ground. The walls of
the dam are built up above ground level on all sides, and the dam is filled by
pumping water into it rather than by natural runoff.
1

			

To all who care about
the future of water
and environmental
management in Australia
I am writing to you, as a person
who cares about the managment
of water resources and the
environment, to encourage
you to make a tax deductable
donation to the Trust.
Donations will support a talented
young water and environmental
professional to participate in
the Trust’s highly successful
Leadership Program. We hope to
be able to establish a scholarship
position in the Leadership
Program, supported by funds
provided from such donations.
Having interviewed hundreds
of talented young professionals
who would clearly benefit from
participation in the Leadership
Program and been frustrated by
the lack of funding for candidates
who cannot access sponsorship
from their employer (the large
majority of candidates), I am
personally making significant
donations to the Trust.
Developing future leaders is a
highly effective way of improving
water and environmental
management in Australia as we
face a particularly challenging
future. Now is a great time to
help achieve this by making a tax
deductable donation.
Yours sincerely

John Langford
Professor John Langford AM
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Making science meaningful at the local level, beside
the Mary River, SE Queensland
by Dr Tanzi Smith*
Early in May, Fellow Dr Tanzi Smith was involved in running an event called ‘Get to know Mary day’ beside the Mary River in South East
Queensland. It aimed to increase local knowledge of riverine science and related fields.

The science of rivers, riparian

zones and associated terrestrial
areas is not within the realm of most
people’s education.Yet landholders
and community leaders are constantly
making decisions that affect these
important ecosystems.
Knowledge of these systems is crucial
for dealing with and responding to the
floods and droughts, and for managing
riparian land to achieve multiple
benefits to productivity, biodiversity and
amenity.
Knowledge can also help create a
sense of belonging, connection and
responsibility.

Getting to know and love the
Mary River
Early in May, an event called ‘Get to
know Mary day’ was held beside the
Mary River in South East Queensland,
organised by the Greater Mary
Association Inc., a local community
group. The group aimed to increase
local knowledge of riverine science and
related fields.
Although the word ‘science’ may not
have been uttered at all during ‘Get to
know Mary day’, at its heart the event
was really about making the science of
this ecosystem meaningful and relevant
to people.
The idea for ‘Get to know Mary day’
came from the group’s experience of
organising ‘Love Mary Day’, in 2013. That
day was a celebration of the river, and
over 300 people attended it. There were
stalls, music, speakers’ tents, numerous
kids activities and some interpretive
riverbank walks. The riverbank walks
were very popular, and feedback the
group received indicated there was a
significant demand for opportunities
to learn about river processes and the
local ecosystem firsthand.
Therefore, the major focus of ‘Get to
know Mary day’ in May 2014 was a
4

series of seven different riverbank walks,
which were each repeated twice along a
specially prepared section of riverbank.
These interpretive walks were led by
local experts in each of the topics.
The walks were designed to ensure an
enjoyable learning experience for the
participants by maintaining small group
sizes, providing interpretive signage
and — best of all — giving participants
direct experience of, and explanation of,
processes they observed in the riverine
environment.

•
•

Koala food-trees and forestry
The Koala Corridor Project.

Three of the talks were about Koala
habitat in the area because the Mary
River forms a corridor for Koalas. The
Mary River Koala Corridor Project is
seeking to widen the riparian buffer on
five adjacent properties and increase
the availability of Koala food-trees and
habitat throughout the local area. In
doing so the project also benefits the
whole riverine ecosystem in this section
of the Mary River catchment.

Each walk focused on aspects of
riverine ecology, management issues and
species of local significance:
• Getting to know the
turtles of the Mary River
• How rivers work — an
overview
• River ecology and
restoration
• Bugs in action: Biological
control of Cats Claw
Creeper
• Botanists’/ecologists’
view of the plants of the
Koala Corridor
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... continued next page

Science beside the
Mary River, continued
Visitors to the riverbank that day had
the chance to observe a revegetation
project in progress, showing them what
they could do on their own properties,
and giving them a realistic picture of
what is involved.

Appreciation and feedback
The hope is that, through learning more
about the science of this ecosystem,
the visitors were left with an enhanced
appreciation of the dynamic nature
of ecosystems, and the unique and
important role that riparian areas play
in providing ecosystem services to the
community.
The positive feedback received indicates
how valuable it is to do this at the local
level.
Communities are strongest when they
work together and collaborate, and the
Greater Mary Association Inc. gratefully
acknowledges all the groups and
individuals who shared their expertise
and skills and gave of their time to make
the day possible. These organisations
include the Mary River Catchment
Coordinating Committee, Tiaro and
District Landcare and the Fraser
Coast Wildlife Preservation Society,
Maryborough Sunrise Rotary and Erica
Neate’s Lino Prints.
*Dr Tanzi Smith is a 2012 Fellow of the
Peter Cullen Trust, and President of the
Greater Mary Association Inc.

Victorian Fellows’ Intimate Lunch

Perspectives on thoughtful leadership
By Greg Bain*
The 15th day of May was another of those recent balmy autumn days in
Melbourne, with a warm wind blowing through the buzzing streets of the CBD.
Luckily for six Peter Cullen Trust Fellows and our friends, we found ourselves out
of the wind and in the intimate and quiet surrounds of the wonderful restaurant
La Vita Buona in the City Square, for another in the Intimate Lunch series. Whilst
we all enjoyed the great food and wine on offer, we enjoyed even more the
company and thoughts of our special guest speaker, Christine Kotur.
Christine is the Leader in Residence at Leadership Victoria and specialises in
strategy and change management for public, private and community organisations.
She is an alumnus of the Cranlana Programme and the Williamson Community
Leadership Program, Fellow of Leadership Victoria and a Senior Fellow at the
University of Melbourne. As you would expect, listening to someone holding these
positions and with significant experience in the public and community sector, we
felt privileged to hear firsthand a very thoughtful, challenging but pragmatic take
on leadership and what shapes great leadership process and outcomes.
A strong focus of Christine’s message was ‘thoughtful leadership’, and the need
to bring people along with your vision and change, ensure real ownership and
meaningful dialogue and connection. I especially liked the notion that our work
and the outcomes we seek, particularly in water and environmental management,
are about the need to ‘care for and pass on, not hold onto and keep to ourselves’.
‘What do our successors need from us?’ was a great question posed by Christine.
The power of three also came through for me — any change or leadership
journey requires a strong focus on three key factors: attention, trust and support;
these are the keys to leading through change. In addition, we were reminded that
any leadership journey where improvement is being sought can, and maybe should,
bring about pain for people. It was a reflective insight for me, especially as we go
through significant change in our industry.
Christine reinforced that leadership is always about the people, and bringing about
change in such a way that people make changes willingly, not through obedience.
Discussion also arose on the importance of leaders understanding what is on the
horizon, and being confident, with their teams, that there is a plan in place to meet
those challenges, which allows everyone to ‘get on with it’.
Many thanks to Christine for such an informative and meaningful session and to
2010 Fellow Chris Arnott, of Aither, for initiating and facilitating these lunches.

The three photos show some of the
numerous people keenly learning more
about the river and its Koala corridor at
‘Get to know Mary day’, early in May.
Photos courtesy of Carmen Huun and
Cecile Espigole.
			

At the lunch were (left
to right) six Fellows*
and their friends:
Hannah Pexton,
Greg Bain*,
Dr Philip Wallis*,
Lisa Ehrenfried,
Chris Arnott*,
Christine Kotur,
Chris Porter,
Louise Barth,
Dr Margaret Ayre*,
Emma Bishop* and
Dr Sarina Loo*.
*Greg Bain is the 2013 Melbourne Water Fellow of the Peter Cullen Trust.
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Urban water policy and actual water use behaviour
Dr Dena Fam*
Dena Fam has recently edited a set of journal papers that generally show how differently householders and technical water managers
make decisions about water use and water management.

Dena Fam, who became
Dr Dena Fam
on 10 May 2014.
Congratulations!

As variable climatic conditions
increasingly influence local and
global environments, it becomes
more urgent for governments,
business and industry to
understand how communities
might better adapt to climate
change and associated water
stress.

The general assumption by
utilities is that they can change
or manipulate household water
behaviour by gathering data that
helps understand ‘how and when’ water is used. This implies
that the reasons why water is used at different times, or by
whom it is used, are irrelevant.
Social scientists who take a practice-centred approach
are increasingly contesting this assumption. They perceive
‘behaviour’ as one of a range of elements influencing
water-use practices (including materials and technologies,
know-how, meanings, sociocultural norms and routines).
Yet contributions from social scientists knowledgeable
about people, consumption, culture, and society tend to be
sidelined in the water, energy and climate change industry
sectors and by
The intelligence is assumed to
researchers who
claim ‘socially
be with experts and
sustainable’
smart meters, and little
urban water
solutions and yet
credit is given to
know little about
smart household users...
why and who is
using water and
[yet]
energy.

...Numerous social studies
provide evidence of
householders’ intelligent
responses to
drought conditions.

The idea
of changing
behaviour
through
‘information’,
in the form
of quantified
consumption
data, tends to be based on the illusion that customers will,
or ought to, behave and respond to the same type of input
as water experts (i.e. quantified data). A plethora of studies
show how, from a utility-oriented engineering perspective,
‘demand management’ might be conceived without taking
into consideration a cultural perspective of consumers or
consumption norms. Smart-metering technology, in particular,
is seen as a way of turning the household water user into a
‘micro-resource manager’.

Hardware stores provided plentiful information and equipment
for household water management during the drought,
as in this photo from ACT, 2008.
A propensity towards a technical and economic rationalist
view of water management is understandable considering the
water industry’s historic reliance on quantitative knowledge.
Statistics and population and demographic data tend to
have more authority with technical water managers than
ethnographic, cultural and/or narrative data, and therefore
those data form a basis for the dominant ‘predict and provide’
approach to designing water systems.
The intelligence is assumed to be with experts and smart
meters, and little credit is given to smart household users.Yet
radical reductions in water use were achieved in a number of
states during the recent drought, without consumption data.
... continued next page
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Urban water policy and actual water use behaviour, continued
Householders use their intelligence
Numerous social studies provide evidence
of householders’ intelligent responses to
drought conditions. Some obvious examples
include recycling grey water for gardens
and toilet flushing, and reducing volumes of
water used for toilet flushing by strategically
placing bricks in toilet cisterns, not to
mention the adoption of mottos such as ‘if
it’s brown flush it down, if it’s yellow let it
mellow’.

... an interest in gardening,
water conservation
attitudes and household
income indirectly influence
the adoption of alternative
water sources and therefore
consumption patterns of
potable water

The value of considering social and cultural
practices associated with water use is not
in predicting or manipulating behaviour
of household water users but rather in identifying multiple
factors influencing patterns of water use.

Social variables such as an interest in gardening, water
conservation attitudes and household income indirectly
influence the adoption of alternative water sources and
therefore consumption patterns of potable water (and to a
degree, energy). This is one common finding in papers for a
special issue I have recently co-edited on ‘small scale [water]
infrastructures’, for the journal Local Environment.
A gap seems to exist — as papers in the journal’s special issue
identified — between how householders actually value and use
small-scale systems in practice, versus water managers’ and
planners’ perceptions of ‘appropriate’ water technologies and
their view of these smaller systems.
Water scientists, managers and policymakers appear to have
a narrow range of expectations about the installation and use
of on-site infrastructures. In contrast, in everyday life people
actually engage with a broad range of views and diverse
practices, as the issue’s papers show.
Acknowledging this gap could be an important starting point
for developing more socially sensitive policies for small-scale
decentralised systems.

A device to help
use of grey water
in gardens, 2008.

No easy path to policy
However (let’s be honest), far from revealing averages, the
qualitative findings from social research tend to reveal a
diverse range of views, practices and contradictory factors
driving behaviour. It is challenging to translate these into
accessible language for policy makers. This type of evidence
is not in an easily digestable form that can be slotted into
models of urban water demand, and researchers themselves
often do not have a clear sense of how to translate their
insights into recommendations for action. So we should not
blame policy-makers for being unable to read qualitative
research reports.
Nonetheless, as communities become more savvy in
demanding and voicing their desires for more sustainable
systems of service provision for urban water (or equally
for energy or transportation systems), it becomes more
important to consider questions of social sustainability and
to respect multiple perspectives and types of knowledge.
Perhaps the question to ask is how policies might be
developed in such a way as to accommodate the range of
values, knowledge, practices and capacities of water users.
Social scientists might even contribute to developing such
policies.

2500 L household water
tank, ACT,
2008 ($965).
			

There is little doubt social and cultural studies can help
policy-makers embrace these perspectives and move
towards policies not wholly dominated by economic and
technical rationalism but also by acknowledgement of ‘nonrational’ motivations such as a love of gardening, a fear of
water scarcity, or a desire of autonomy from large-scale
water systems.
*Dr Dena Fam is a 2013 RBC Fellow
of the Peter Cullen Trust
This article is based on Fam D. & Sofoulis Z. (in press)
‘Local adaptations in a changing water climate: small-scale
infrastructures.’ Local Environment
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Restoring human and ecological values to urban creeks
Matthew Fullerton* and Kaye Cavanagh*
Councils and communities are masterplanning environmental restoration of urban creeks so they become places for people.

Healthy urban waterways are valued as beautiful pieces
of nature where communities can recreate — in parks and
walkways alongside a river, for example, or rowing or kayaking
or fishing. Healthy waterways are also important habitats for
ecological communities, and their contiguous riparian zones
provide important corridors for ecological connections in a
fragmented landscape.
Of course, water quality underpins most of these values, but
waterways are not just water quality assets. Programs aiming
to restore waterway health are increasingly moving beyond
water quality as the central issue.
In South East Queensland (SEQ), the Healthy Waterways
program is developing a new way to assess waterway health,
based on the broad range of values that apply to waterways.
In targeting where to make investments, a broad valuesassessment can determine or change where and what we
invest in.
Across the whole of SEQ there is tendency to focus most
investment in those areas that provide the most cost-effective
improvements to water quality. In this region, that means
restoring riparian vegetation and reducing streambank and
gully erosion in the upper catchment. Population is sparse
in these areas but the biggest bang-for-buck gains in water
quality can be made by reducing the inflow of primary
pollutants — that is, sediment and nutrients. Strategic water
quality investments focusing on the upper catchment include
the successful Healthy Country and FarmFlow programs.
These programs make little difference for the majority of the
voting population in urban communities who want to enjoy
their waterways. Though the programs achieve good results
they are insufficiently funded to achieve major change.

In urban creeks, on the other hand...
Most people in this region live near urban creeks that
are already degraded and facing ever increasing pressure
from population growth and ongoing urban development.

Industrial areas turn their backs on urban creeks before
redevelopment, such as here at Slacks Creek.
8

Matthew Fullerton and
Kaye Cavanagh are
separately working on
urban water management
issues in south-east
Queensland.

Many urban creeks have been turned into concrete drains;
communities and industrial areas turn their backs on them;
they are seen just as stormwater infrastructure and a
problem when floodwaters rise.
Communities want their rivers and creeks to be healthy. At
the same time, the majority of people do not understand
what causes a river to be unhealthy. Surveys show that the
general community identifies litter as the biggest threat to
waterway health.
New initiatives may change that. Examples are the growth
cities of Logan and Ipswich, south and south-west of Brisbane,
which are not coastal and do not have easy access to the
beaches of the Gold and Sunshine Coasts.
These cities’ populations value their outdoor spaces for
recreation. Their communities particularly value the Logan,
Albert and Bremer rivers, their tributary creeks and local
wetlands. But these rivers consistently are given poor health
ratings in the annual Healthy Waterways Report Card, as also
are their estuaries which frequently fail to meet ecosystem
health criteria.
A new way forward must treat waterways in the context
of all their values. The Logan and Ipswich City Councils are
working on strategic river recovery for the whole catchments
and at the same time masterplanning smaller urban creek
communities.
... continued next page

Houses face Slacks Creek after its redevelopment.
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Human and ecological values for urban creeks, continued

The vision for Slacks Creek. SEQ images courtesy of Lat27 and E2Designlab.
Logan
Slacks Creek, a suburb in Logan, is a
long-standing and highly urbanised
community. Development largely
backs on to the creek which has
been degraded by riparian clearing,
stormwater pollutants and invasive
species.
Instead of initiating an environmental
restoration program, the Logan City
Council began a collaborative process
to plan for the community. They set out
to turn the creek into an asset for the
community.
The Slacks Creek Catchment Futures
Study applies urban design concepts
to create a vision for the area that
refocuses the community on the
waterway, to activate the creekside areas
and give the community places of high
amenity where they can connect with
the creek. Environmental rehabilitation
and activities to improve the creek’s
health are part of the plan because of
the value the community will gain from a
healthy creek.
			

Ipswich
Bundamba in Ipswich is another longstanding urban area along a degraded
creek. The upper reaches of Bundamba
Creek will experience significant urban
development over the next thirty years
as part of the Ripley Valley urban growth
area. This will see an additional 120,000
people move into the area, placing
further pressure on the creek.
The Ipswich City Council is
masterplanning Bundamba Creek. In
addition to benefits similar to those in
the Slacks Creek process, Bundamba
Creek can be a uniting asset to join the
existing Bundamba community with the
future Ripley Valley community.
Using an urban design approach,
Ipswich City Council is planning for
the community to ensure recreation
opportunities, appropriate floodwater
management and make Bundamba Creek
a valuable community asset into the
future.

The aim is for these masterplanning
processes to provide and effectively
communicate a vision for the creeks that
delivers outcomes for the daily lives of
the areas’ inhabitants, engages politicians,
industries and future urban developers.
If the aim is achieved then the desired
environmental outcomes will happen
because they are in the communities’
best interests.
The more communities value and
connect with their local creeks on a
daily basis, the more opportunity there
will be to generate an understanding
of broader waterway health issues.
An engaged voting population that
values its waterways will put pressure
on decision makers to invest in
waterway rehabilitation in a way that
environmental groups cannot.
This is a great way forward!
* Kaye Cavanagh is a 2011 Fellow, and
Matthew Fullerton is the 2013
Queensland Government Fellow
of the Peter Cullen Trust.
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Peter Cullen Trust National Fellows Network (PCTNFN)
Coordination Group
By Susie Williams*
The Peter Cullen Trust National Fellows Network includes all the Fellows of the Trust, from all years. So far, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013.

The Peter Cullen Trust National

The group has already made progress on
a number of its commitments.

Fellows Network Coordination Group
was formed in February this year (2014)
with the appointment of six Fellows
from right across the country and across
intake years. The initiative to form the
group came from Dr Sarina Loo and
Dr Kirsten Shelly, both of whom are
Fellows and Directors on the Peter
Cullen Trust Board.

Bridget and Susie have begun a review
of the PCTNFN objectives, including
running a survey to gather opinions from
Fellows. This has been a valuable exercise
in reconnecting with Fellows and
discovering what the PCTNFN means
to them. The survey’s findings put us in a
great position to develop the PCTNFN
with all Fellows’ guidance and support.

The intention is to formalise and
broaden strong involvement from
Fellows in the future of the Trust and to
drive PCTNFN activity.
Dr Philip Wallis, Bridget Wetherall, Dr Paul Frazier,
Dr Richard Cresswell, Kaye Cavanagh and Susie Williams
are the members of the Coordination Group. They held an
inaugural meeting in March to finalise roles of members and
terms of reference.
This Coordination Group has been formed to build on the
foundational work already undertaken by Fellows. It will to
help facilitate development and coordination of the evergrowing PCTNFN. We aim to help implement the PCTNFN’s
objectives through involving all members of the network to:
• complete a list of tasks committed to each year at the
annual get-together;
• develop and provide a range of administrative and
organisational development support activities (such as
assisting with the Leadership Program, BRIDGING, drafting
Board papers or policy);
• provide leadership on fundraising strategy; and
• coordinate organisation of the annual get-together at the
end of each year.

Kaye and Phil have kicked off planning for
the end-of-year get-together to coincide
with the Leadership Program graduation
(see page 1). It is now five years since the
inception of the Trust, so the get-together will take the form
of a longer than usual, and significant, three-day event with a
focus on Reunion, Convention, Graduation and Recreation.
Paul and Richard are looking into finances, and scoping
potential fundraising needs, which is an essential part of
sustaining the PCTNFN.
The group is optimistic about using this coordinated
approach to build onto some of the great work that has
already been initiated by many individual Fellows over the
past few years.
The Coordination Group welcomes any input, ideas or
assistance from Fellows and hopes to better harness the
huge collection of skills and talents that already exist within
the PCTNFN.
*Susie Williams is a 2011 Fellow of the Peter Cullen Trust

Happy Fellows, just graduated,
in 2010 (above left), 2011 (left),
2012 (above right), and
2013 (right).
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Discussing northern Australia’s future, around the table
By Dr Clare Taylor*
Kimberley to Cape (KtC) hosted a two-day

Roundtable in Darwin early in May, focusing on
northern Australian land and sea futures. Co-hosts
were the Australian Minerals Council NT, the Australian
Conservation Foundation, Charles Darwin University,
Territory NRM, Northern Australian Indigenous Land
and Sea Management Alliance and Regional Development
Australia.
There were more than 80 delegates, from over 50 different
organisations representing agricultural, tourism, finance,
pastoral, NRM, mining, oil/gas, conservation, research and
government sectors.
Harvey Locke, a global leader in landscape-scale
conservation, travelled from Canada for the event, and
joined other speakers Joe Morrison (Northern Land
Council), Kevin Mulvahil (Australian Agricultural Co), Drew
Wagner (Minerals Council), Kate Andrews (Territory
NRM), Dr John Woinarski (PEW Charitable Trusts) and
Peter Cullen Trust Fellow Professor Michael Douglas
(Charles Darwin University). Professor Andrew Campbell,
Friend of the Trust, chaired the first session.
Participants identified common ground supporting
the KtC guiding principles, and developed important
recommendations including:

•

Build respectful relationships with Indigenous people
by recognising their rights, land ownership, needs and
aspirations and by effective two-way communication
processes

•

Establish a policy framework for large developments to
ensure that enduring values are maintained

•

Embed this in a strategic land-use planning process for
development/conservation/land management

•

Develop a landscape-scale connectivity initiative for
northern Australia

•

Capitalise on development in existing sectors that
has worked; focus on multiple benefits and high-value
products with low environmental footprint

•

Recognise that safeguarding catchment–marine
connections is critical for successful development

•

Maintain what is unique about the north and market
this.

Harvey Locke (above), from Canada, one of the main speakers at
the Roundtable which attracted a large group of
participants (photo below) from many organisations.
All photos: Professor Michael Douglas.

Participants described the Roundtable as ‘energising’,
‘collaborative’ and ‘inspiring’. Media coverage included ABC
Country Hour and Radio National breakfast.
To find out more, please check the website
www.kimberleytocape.net.au
or contact Dr Clare Taylor, at:
kimberleytocape@iinet.net.au
*Dr Clare Taylor is a 2010 Fellow of the Peter Cullen Trust

			

Dr Clare Taylor, the Coordinator of Kimberley to Cape.
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Scientists informing policy-makers

Influencing the political dynamics of decision making
by Dr Philip Wallis* and Dr Matthew Laing
Many of

us who are
connected
to the Peter
Cullen Trust
seek to
enhance the
research–
policy
interface so that decisions are improved
and so that research has real-world
impact. In practice, this goal is difficult to
achieve because the necessary incentives,
structures and skills are often lacking.
One of the late Peter Cullen’s most
quotable remarks was a metaphor
that portrayed the challenges faced by
scientists in the policy arena:
‘Unless they understand the rules
and tactics of policy debate it is like
them walking on to a tennis court
equipped only with golf sticks.’ 1
If we unpack this metaphor, it reveals
that the potential for a dynamic
relationship between researchers and
policy-makers is inhibited by the use of
the wrong equipment by the scientists.
Focusing then on the golf sticks, how can
scientists be better equipped to take to
the court? This is the question asked by
a research project entitled ‘Strategies
for influencing the political dynamics of
decision making’. It is designed to find
ways in which the voices of researchers,
specialists and practitioners might be
better heard and positioned in the
policy-making process, particularly during
the decision-making stage: no easy task.

Our project explores a number of
aspects of the research–policy interface.
• First we are reviewing the political
science literature on how political
decision-making occurs in different
contexts, drawing on a range of
policy theory.
• Second, we are interviewing
politicians and policy-makers,
researchers and practitioners, and
people implementing urban water
policy, to discover the strategies that
are currently in use for engaging
with the policy process from these
different perspectives.
• Third, we are working through case
studies in Victoria, Queensland and
Western Australia, to assess current
approaches to policy problems.
• Finally, we are developing models
for decision-making attuned to the
differing roles of, demands on, and
participation of key decision leaders
in policy analysis, and we are testing
the models for effectiveness.
Invariably, reconciling the differing
attitudes of scientists and policy-makers
towards water requires those outside
the political system to better understand
the language and goals of those inside it.

Contrasting environments

Unfruitful conversations?

Policy-makers and politicians are far
more exposed to risk than scientists
— a poorly received policy can cost
a career. Policy-makers often have to
collect data and make decisions within
months; yet scientists can take many
years to complete their research and
even longer to publish their findings.

Initial findings suggest that scientists
are among the least effective groups
of people in terms of influencing
government policy. And even when
they do succeed, the results can be
disappointing. Sometimes decades of
research by many scientists will end up
as just one or two lines in a final policy
document.

In their work, scientists operate in
an academic world where intellectual
property, peer recognition and
methodological rigour are paramount.
Policy-makers, in contrast, must cobble
together a pastiche of many different
individual contributions and a great deal
of necessary compromises to balance
competing interests.

Scientists who can understand and work
effectively in the type of environment
populated by policy-makers are
surprisingly rare. Many senior policymakers can name only a few researchers
in a given field with whom they would
feel confident of being able to work
productively.

New racquets
Ultimately we will produce publications
and guidance to show how researchers,
experts and practitioners can better
understand the policy-making
process, and develop initiatives and
recommendations most likely to succeed
in the policy-making environment.
Most of all, the project will develop
effective tactical and strategic
approaches for researchers to use when
engaging and communicating with policymakers and political representatives
within the policy process — redesigned
tennis racquets to add to scientists’
equipment bags.
Professor the Hon John Thwaites, Chair
of the Peter Cullen Water & Environment
Trust, co-leads the project team with
Professor Jim Walter, and the team includes
Professor Brian Head, Dr Matthew Laing and
Dr Philip Wallis. The project is funded by the
Cooperative Research Centre for Water
Sensitive Cities.

*Dr Philip Wallis is a 2010 Fellow of the
Peter Cullen Trust. Dr Matthew Laing is a
political scientist at Monash University.

Professor Peter Cullen AO

Peter Cullen (1996) Science and Politics: Speaking Truth to Power. http://www.wentworthgroup.org/docs/Speaking_Truth_To_
Power1.pdf, page 10.

1
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Can you Run the River?

Experience water resources management via a new interactive game
This article is contributed by the Murray-Darling Basin Authority, a valued in-kind sponsor of the Trust

The use of smartphone and tablet devices in schools
and informal education contexts is rapidly expanding.
With the recent release of the Australian Curriculum
including a focus on the Murray–Darling Basin and the
water cycle, it was only fitting to create an interactive
water management game.

Recently launched by Senator Birmingham, the ‘Run the
River’ app provides an exciting new way for teachers and
students to try their hand at managing water in a river
system to meet the needs of towns, farms, industry and
the environment.
The interactive game uses actual and modelled river
and rainfall data drawn from different periods of history
(1905, 1936, 1955, 1968, 1977, 1988 and 2006). Players
must deliver sufficient water to the water consumers
while facing the challenges of flood and drought,
evaporation, seasonal changes, salinity, a rising watertable,
and increasing water demand.
As you progress from one era to the next, the towns
get bigger, the demands get bigger, there are more farms
and your job of making sure everyone gets their share of
water becomes a lot harder.

Screen shot displaying the challenging complexity of the final level.
The game is pitched at the grade 6–7 school group, although it is
appropriate for a much broader audience.
It features an optional tutorial, allowing younger students to
explore the concepts conveyed in the game. With each level
increasing in difficulty, older students (and adults) will discover
significant challenges.
The game reflects the job faced in managing any river system:
• keeping the river and its ecosystems healthy and
• managing the water sustainably to continue supporting the
industries and communities that rely on that water.
‘Run the River’ is available to download through Google Play and
iTunes.

Muzza, the young
Murray Cod, is
the icon for the
application.

Autumn brings a change in the weather
Several Fellows writing in BRIDGING 10, March 2014,
reported on their low rainfall or flooding during
summer. The weather changed in autumn, however,
proving wetter and better — at least for three of them.
There was good rain in the ACT, and also in the Mary
River catchment (SE Queensland) where up to 300 mm
fell in some places. However, similarly plentiful rainfall
in the Narrabri area (NSW) during March, while ‘very
welcome for the surrounding areas and the ecosystem’,
as Brendon wrote, did not come at a helpful time for the
harvest of mung beans and the cotton crop. In Armidale
NSW, more of the welcome rain was needed to produce
runoff into farm dams. Meanwhile, in Kununurra WA, the
January floods Susie so colourfully described have been
followed by discussions about urban water management.

			

NOTE:The articles and opinions in all issues of BRIDGING, and the
intellectual property embodied in them, belong to the originators
of those works.
Even when those originators are Friends or Fellows of the Trust,
their views are not necessarily those of the Peter Cullen Water &
Environment Trust.

BRIDGING:
Managing Editor: Dr Sandy Hinson. Ed team: Ann Milligan, Dr Tanzi Smith.
Photos are by contributors, or Andrew Sikorski, or Ann Milligan, or as
indicated in the captions.
The Peter Cullen Trust office is at Building 15, University of Canberra,
ACT 2601. Ph: 02 6206 8606. Email: office@petercullentrust.com.au
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Some news of Friends and Fellows
Cons and pros for a Green Army
Friends of the Trust Dr Ian Rutherfurd and Professor
Andrew Campbell in an article in The Conversation
(20 May, ‘Another broken promise: budget switches Landcare
for Green Army’) say they consider the Green Army is a less
effective means of working for conservation than through
existing Landcare initiatives. They point out that a valuable
side effect of Landcare is a gain in social capital for rural
communities, which may be lost if the Green Army and
Landcare are not complementary.
(http://theconversation.com/another-broken-promise-budgetswitches-landcare-for-green-army-26818)

Their viewpoint presents another facet of the range of
reactions to the Green Army. In the Letter from a Friend we
received from Dr Jason Cummings in BRIDGING no. 10,
autumn 2014, Jason suggested that a band of new young
workers, combined with visits to Green Army teams by
politicians looking for media interest, may lead to a net gain
in environmental awareness and passion, now and in future.
We invite your views.
Email Dr Sandy Hinson, sandy.hinson@canberra.edu.au
and tell us what you think.

Links across years and generations
Friend and Board member Professor John Langford AM
was in Canberra on 6 April to support the centenary
celebration of the Yarralumla Nursery, ACT. John is the
grandson of Charles Weston, who was Canberra’s officer-incharge of afforestation 1913–27. Weston set up the nursery
to propagate tree seedlings, for use in the planting of around
2 million trees to change Canberra from bare paddock to
leafy city. He methodically tested and successfully selected
the species most likely to survive in the ACT climate.
(Canberra Times: Sally Pryor, 5 April; Kirsten Lawson, 7 April.)

Riverspace: a new web portal for waterways
Friend Dr Siwan Lovett (Australian River Restoration
Centre) and and Fellow (2010) Dr Deb Nias (Murray–
Darling Wetlands Working Group Ltd) have set up a unique
website ‘for wetlands, rivers and people’, called Riverspace
(http://www.riverspace.com.au/). The site is intended to bring
together all kinds of information about wetland and river
management (including environmental watering) and river
communities. They expect the website to increasingly
present ‘research and practical information on wetlands and
rivers alongside other waterway activities’.

Federal budget versus the environment
Friend Professor David Pannell in his blog
Pannelldiscussions no.267, ‘Budget 2014 and the
environment’, gives a summary of the economics of the
budget for the environment. He says that the fuel excise
seems likely to boost the incentive to reduce fossil fuel
consumption, but apart from that ‘it is not a good budget for
the environment’, though ‘In relative terms the environment
probably hasn’t been hit any harder than other areas like
health and education.’ (www.pannelldiscussions.net/)
14

Congress 2014: Australian Society for Fish Biology
& Australian Society for Limnology, Darwin
Dr Sarina Loo (a 2010 Fellow of the Trust, and a Trust
Board member), the winner of the ASL Early Career
Research Award for 2013, will give the Christy Fellows
Lecture on the first morning of this year’s congress, 30 June.
Other Friends and Fellows at the ASFB–ASL congress are:
• Dr Carmel Pollino (a 2012 CSIRO Fellow of the Trust),
speaking on ‘Optimisation models for water resource
planning’; and chairing a session on ecological modelling;
• Friend of the Trust, Professor Stuart Bunn, speaking
about ‘Scientific collaboration in freshwater science’;
• Professor Michael Douglas (a 2011 Fellow of the
Trust), chairing a session on ‘Indigenous partnerships’;
and co-presenting a plenary session on ‘Talking together,
working together, walking together’;
• Dr Amber Clarke (the 2013 VDEPI Fellow of the Trust)
speaking on ‘Victorian Traditional Owner involvement in
waterway management’;
• Susie Williams (a 2011 Fellow of the Trust) presenting
a paper on ‘Fish parasites: Just another tool for water
planners working on a shoestring budget’; and
• Friend Professor Barry Hart AM, addressing the
Lungfish chapter, on ‘Murray-Darling Basin Plan — my
involvement and experiences’.

7th Australian Stream Management Conference
(7ASM), Townsville: ‘Catchment to coast’
Peter Cullen Trust Fellows and Friends are involved in
organising the 7ASM conference, 27–30 July. Dr Geoff
Vietz (2010 River Basin Management Society Fellow of the
Peter Cullen Trust) and past President of the RBMS which is
hosting 7ASM, writes:
‘We can confirm two fantastic keynote speakers in
[Friend of the Trust] Leith Boully (who is also a
National Water Commissioner, a Board member of
Seqwater and Chair of Healthy Waterways Ltd, among
other leading roles) and Hon. Bob Katter MP (Federal
Member for Kennedy), ... and that only takes us up to
morning tea on day 1! To register, http://7asm.org.au .’
Confirmed speakers so far from the Trust include Friend
Dr Ian Rutherfurd, and Fellows Dr Sandra Brizga
(2012), Ross Hardie (2010 Purves Environmental Fund
Fellow of the Trust), and Dr Geoff Vietz.
The Fellows may also be presenting a special session at this
conference. Watch the conference website for details.

Ozwater, May 2014: Trust Friends and Fellows
Friends of the Trust chaired sessions and gave presentions at
Ozwater: Karlene Maywald, Chair of the National Water
Commission, who gave a keynote address, Mark Pascoe
(International Water Centre), Professor Gary Jones
(eWater Ltd) and James Cameron (formerly of the NWC).
Also Dr Amber Clarke (2013 VDEPI Fellow of the Trust)
presented a paper.
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News of Fellows
Speaking out, repeatedly ... leading to change?

Professor Mark Taylor (a 2010

and the health of the local
communities, we need more frequent
sampling, higher standards and
shorter averaging periods for air
quality.’

Fellow of the Trust), writing with
coauthors in The Conversation on 1 May,
summarises their recent paper published
in Aeolian Research.
The published study examined
‘atmospheric emissions of arsenic,
cadmium ... and sulfur dioxide’ which,
with lead, have been being emitted at
much higher concentrations in Mt Isa
and Port Pirie than anywhere else in
Australia. Their study has found there
has been ‘misleading reporting about the
nature and extent of pollution’.
They conclude the article by saying:
‘To achieve the objectives of
the relevant state environment
protection legislation and not
compromise ecological sustainability

(http://theconversation.com/reducing-theharms-of-toxic-air-in-mining-and-smeltingcommunities-25999)

Good news: Possibly Mark’s regular
alerts in the media about toxic emissions
have helped lead to a change for the
Port Pirie smelter. According to the
ABC News, the smelter is to be turned
into ‘an advanced metals recovery and
refining operation in a shift which would
cut the plant’s atmospheric emissions’
(ABC News,16 May; foreshadowed ABC News,
1 May).

In defence of the
National Water Commission
Jonathan La Nauze (the 2013 John

Langford Fellow of the Peter Cullen
Trust), on behalf of the Australian
Conservation Foundation, spoke out in
response to rumours (since confirmed)
that the budget would announce closure
of the National Water Commission
(NWC).
According to ABC Rural News 22 April,
Jonathan said that the NWC ‘plays a vital
role in driving water reform’, and that
‘managing water scarcity remains one
of Australia’s biggest challenges, and the
Commission’s oversight is essential’. He
is also reported as pointing out that the
independence of the NWC’s leadership
is also vital in Australia’s long-term
management of water scarcity by both
federal and state governments.

Some forthcoming gatherings about water and environment issues
Conference, forum, convention

Date, place and contact details

Australian Society for Fish Biology &
Australian Society for Limnology Congress 2014

30 June – 4 July, Darwin Northern Territory
http://www.asfbasl.org.au/

7th Australian Stream Management conference
‘Catchment to coast’

27–30 July, Townsville Queensland
http://7asm.org.au/

17th International Riversymposium
‘Large river basins’

15–19 September, Canberra ACT
http://riversymposium.com/

National Landcare Australia conference
’Celebrating our history, growing our future’

17–19 September, Melbourne Victoria
http://www.landcareonline.com.au/nationalconference

Ecological Society of Australia 2014 annual conference

28 September – 3 October, Alice Springs Northern Territory
http://www.ecolsoc.org.au/conferences/esa-2014-annual-conference

National Climate Adaptation conference
‘Climate adaptation 2014: Future challenges’

30 September – 2 October, Gold Coast Queensland
http://www.nccarf.edu.au/conference2014/

National Farmers Federation conference
‘Producing our future: from grass roots to global’

20–21 October, Canberra ACT
http://congress.nff.org.au/

Environmental Institute of Australia & New Zealand
2014 conference, ‘Living on the edge’

30–31 October, Hobart Tasmania (Field trip, 25–29 October)
http://www.eianz.org/conference/eianz-annual-conference-2014

Friends of Grasslands forum, ‘Grass half full or
grass half empty? Valuing native grassy landscapes’

30 October – 1 November, Canberra, ACT
www.fog.org.au

Peter Cullen Water & Environment Trust
‘Leadership in the water and environment sectors’

Thursday 13 November, Canberra ACT
http://www.petercullentrust.com.au/program/annual-event

Soil Science Australia
National Soil Science Conference 2014

23–27 November, Melbourne Victoria
http://www.soilscience2014.com/

‘Practical responses to climate change’,
part of Engineers Australia Convention 2014

25–27 November, Melbourne, Victoria
www.convention2014.org.au
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Peter Cullen Trust
Fellows, staff and friends
supporting RBC Blue
Water Day 12 June 2014

16
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The Peter Cullen Trust gratefully acknowledges these
generous sponsors of the Trust in 2013–14

Generous donor
Professor John
Langford AM,
one of the Trust’s
Directors

In kind sponsors 2013–14

Who’s who in the collage ‘Peter Cullen Trust supporting RBC Blue Water Day 12 June 2014’, on p. 16
Fellows* and Trust staffx and friends, top–bottom, left–right:
Dr Richard Benyon* (also wearing blue socks) at the Blue Lake, Mt Gambier; Dr Dena Fam* & friends; Matthew Fullerton* with
Suzie & Vahrie (3.5 mo); Dena Fam*; members of the Greater Mary Association Inc. on a working bee with Dr Tanzi Smith* (taking
the photo) for ‘Get to know Mary day’ with the Mary River in centre background; Liz Milliganx (volunteer); Dr Barbara Robson*;
Dr Paul Frazier*; Dr Kirsten Shelly*, the Trust’s Chair Professor the Hon John Thwaites & Dr Sarina Loo*; Dr Philip Wallis* & Archer
(16 mo); Nerida Wilson* (2nd from left) & hydro-geospatial colleagues from Geoscience Australia, ESRI Inc. US and the Bureau of
Meteorology; Carol Sullivanx; Ann Milliganx; Robyn Dondax, Dr Sandy Hinson (CEO)x, Leona Dwyerx (volunteer) & Lindy Steinx.
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Letter from a Friend

Invasion in our northern connections
Australia views itself as an island,
and so it was for the many millions
of years of accumulated distinction
in our fauna and flora. Australia is a
special place in the world because of
its high levels of endemism (species
found here and nowhere else).

In a modern context of biosecurity,
we are fortunate in the relative
isolation of our nation, girded as it
is by sea. We have the opportunity
to protect our borders from
introduction of exotic diseases with
the potential to cause great damage
to agriculture, and from exotic plants
and animals with the potential to
Tilapia are the major fish species now at the Kikori
establish in Australia and wreak similar
Market. They are valued for their size and flavour.
damage in both an economic sense and
for our unique biodiversity. We need
only to consider fox, buffalo, carp, rabbits, January 2012 revealed none. They are
cactus, Salvinia and the cane toad for
sold fresh or smoked, and although the
examples, with the consequences of
taste is satisfactory they do not taste
many of these inadvertent or deliberate
as good as Barramundi, catfish or Black
introductions still to pan out.
Bream, according to the locals.
We are an island, but there is one
significant avenue of invasion to Australia
that is often not fully recognised: that is,
the link to the north through the Torres
Strait and the island of New Guinea. I
have some projects running there and
have made some incidental notes on fish
invasions.
The fish Tilapia was largely unknown
from the Kikori catchment where I work,
as few as three years ago. The species has
now spread into the uppermost streams
and right down to the coast. On our
recent trip in September 2013 we found
it in Wau Creek, and indeed it was the
only fish the locals with us caught —
seven large Tilapia. The locals believe it
has ‘chased out’ the Barramundi (Lates
calcarifer) and Black Bream (Hephaestus
fuliginosus) that used to be the main fish
caught.
Down on the coast in Apeowa lands on
Banana and Turuvio Islands, the catch
was more diverse — salmon, mullet,
eel tailed catfish, shark, stingray — but
among them was also a large Tilapia.
Here they do not do so well, according
to the locals, because they are favoured
by sharks, which take off their heads.
Nevertheless, they persist.
Tilapia is now sold in the Kikori Market,
whereas a fish survey of the market in
18

Threats posed by exotic fish
Exotic fish are a mixed bag. Some
establish in the new environment and
wreak havoc, eating native species
unaccustomed to new predators,
sometimes to extinction. In other cases,
they eat the foods of native species,
and their sheer numbers lead to the
decline in the native species through
competition for food. The jury is out on
Tilapia.
Perhaps more disturbing is the number
of fish species moving into Papua New
Guinea (PNG) from Indonesian Papua.
One, the Climbing Perch (Anabas
testudineus), is an exceptional disperser
and has swept through the waters of the
Fly River and other southern rivers of
PNG with devastating effect.
When a predator attempts to eat a
Climbing Perch, the perch opens its gill
covers which are equipped with some
very sharp spines. The prey lodges in the
throat of the predator, and both perish.
An iconic species in both New Guinea
and Australia, the File Snake (Acrochordus
arafurae), has been virtually extinguished
from the vast swamps of the Fly delta,
and pushed back to the very headwaters
of the Bamu/Aramia system — a tenuous
refuge as the Climbing Perch advance
relentlessly.

Two massive Tilapia speared in
Wau Creek, Kikori River, where the
species was unknown only
2–3 years ago. They seek cover
under logs or undercut banks and
chase out the native fish.

Should we care?
So what does this mean for Australia?
Well, the Climbing Perch has reached
the Torres Strait, so it would appear
only a matter of time before it enters
our wetland systems and sweeps across
the north. We know the consequences
for our File Snakes, but not what other
ecological damage may be done by this
insidious little fish.
There is a gateway to our north, and
all manner of unwelcome guests have
the potential to reach our shores: for
instance, porcine diseases, chikungunya,
antibiotic resistant tuberculosis — and
a range of exotic fish making their way
from Indonesia to PNG to Australia via
the Torres Strait.

Have those of us interested in
protecting our freshwaters
from exotic invaders got our eyes
firmly fixed on this ball,
and strategies for addressing
this challenge?
Professor Arthur Georges
Chief Scientist, Institute for Applied Ecology
Distinguished Professor, University of Canberra

Friend of the Peter Cullen Trust
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